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Quadratic Forms over C[t, , f-J * 
K. H. KIM AND W. ROUSH 
We show that dimension 4 quadratic forms over C( t,, I>), r, transcendental, do 
not satisfy what might be naturally taken as a strong Hasse principle though a 
Reak Hasse principle exists. We reduced solvability to a question of determining the 
“quadratic reciprocity group” for the discriminant d. the classes modulo n of 
elements .Y such that d is a quadratic residue modulo Y. 
We determine this group in terms of the class group of a function field. We prove 
that the weak Hasse principle does not hold for forms over Ctr,, ,~‘z). Therefore. 
Witt and Brauer groups of 3 dimensional function fields over C do not restrict 
monomorphically to their localirations. i 199L .Academic Press, Ins. 
INTRODUCTION 
Quadratic forms over function fields in one variable over C are relatively 
simple. All forms of dimension at least 3 are isotropic (have a nonzero 
solution) and the Brauer group is zero by the Tsen-Lang theorem. The 
discriminant and dimension give complete invariants. 
However, in two variables the structure is already somewhat com- 
plicated. The fact that forms of dimension 5 are isotropic again by the 
Tsen-Lang theorem suggests there is a resemblance to theory of forms 
over Q. 
Milnor’s theorem describing the Witt group of K(x) means that a usefu’ui 
form of the weak Hasse principle does hold, that forms can be classified up 
to isomorphism by local invariants. However. we shall see below that a 
corresponding form of the strong Hasse principle is false, that one natural 
set of local invariants does not determine isotopy. 
A decision proccdurc for forms of dimension 4 over C[x, ~31 seems to 
involve a type of quadratic reciprocity which is as far as we know, new: if 
.f is a quadratic residue modulo g, what are the possible residue classes of 
f‘ module g? For prime f it seems generically true that f is a residue 
modulo g. 
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Hsia [H] discusses failure of the strong Hasse principle for formally real 
fields. Arason, Elman, and Jacob [A] give a very general formulation of a 
weak Hasse principle. 
After the Matijasevitch-Putnam-Davis-Robinson result that Diophan- 
tine equations over Z are undecidable, investigators have proved similar 
results for other rings. The very important case of Q is still unknown. It 
however is similar in many respects to various formally real function fields 
for which the problem can be solved. As far as we know the field C[t] is 
still unknown. 
Interesting results for complex power series in two variables were 
obtained by Ershov [E] and Becker--Lipshitz [BL] who showed that 
Diophantine decidability holds but not first order decidability. 
Denef [D] and his coworkers have obtained striking results. He proved 
that if R is a characteristic zero integral domain and F a formally real field 
that Diophantine undecidability holds over R[t] and F(r). In both cases he 
showed Z was a Diophantine set. He proved that the limit as t + cc of a 
polynomial can be identified by Diophantine equations. Then he produced 
an elliptic curve and a Pell equation respectively for which these are the 
integers. 
All his theory of elliptic curves essentially holds for C(t,) and C(t,, f2); 
the only problem is to identify the limit as t + ~8. 
Mason [M] gives decision procedures for certain types of equations 
over function fields. See also [KR, S]. 
1. BACKGROUND ON QUADRATIC FORMS AND FIELDS 
A very elegant theory of quadratic forms over any field exists and is 
described in Lam [L]. 
A quadratic jbrm over a field F is an expression 
Two forms are eqzrioalent if and only if they are conjugate under the natural 
action of the general linear group, i.e., a linear substitution reduces one to 
the other. A form f is isotropic if f = 0 for some X, not all zero, else it is 
anisotropic. It is totally isotropic if it is identically zero. It is Iqperbolic if 
and only if it is isomorphic to a sum 
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There exists a unique decomposition of any form into hyperbolic, totally 
isotropic, and anisotropic forms. Under direct sum and tensor product 
quadratic forms form a semiring with the additive cancellation property. 
The corresponding Grothendieck group of nonsingular forms is called the 
Witt-Grothendieck ring I+(F). 
The R’itt ring I%‘(F) is the quotient of @‘(F) by the additive subgroup 
spanned by hyperbolic forms. which is an ideal. 
The polynomial ring C[t,, tz] has unique factorization. We will also use 
the ring 3 = C(t,)[t,] of polynomials in t, with rational functions in t, as 
coefficients. To every irreducible polynomial rr in .9 is associated a valua- 
tion and a completion .PZ of 9 consisting of power series in 7~ with coef- 
ficients in 9. 
There are natural maps IV(F) --f U,(F,) ---f IV(F): where F, is the com- 
pletion of F, F = S/n?. However, there is also a second residue map c7? 
obtained by writing a .9’ form as 
where ai, Oi~3’\,nP and taking the class of x h,.~f 
THEOREM 1.1 (Milnor). Let E = F(x), i be induced bF the irzclusiont cj,T 
the “second residue honlorno~phism” conlposea’ it,ith the locaiizatio~i at z. 
Then 
is exact. 
COROLLARY. Two for-m oL>er E are equivalent zlf arzd only !f the)’ are 
equivalent in each E,. 
DEFINITION. L.et F be a field, F, all fields obtained by completing F at 
valuations n. That F satisfies the weak (strong) Hasse principle for quad- 
ratic forms means that a form f over is hyperbolic (isotropic) if and only 
if it is hyperbolic (isotropic) over all F,. 
The corollary is a type of weak Hasse principle. as opposed to the Strong 
Hasse Principle that if a form is locally isotropic at all primes it is isotropic. 
THEOREM 1.2 (Tsen-Lang). Ecery form otler a field of transcendance 
degree n over the complex numbers, qf dimension greater than 2”, is isotropic. 
The next theorem is implicitly in [IL]. 
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THEOREM 1.3 [L]. A 4 dimensional form over anll,field F n?th discrimi- 
nant d is isotropic if and only- if it lies irz the ideal of ( 1, d) in the Wirt ring. 
ProoJ: By Lam [L], it is isotropic if and only if it is hyperbolic in 
F, = F(vTd). If isotropic we split as ( 1, - 1) @ (a, -ad) which becomes 
hyperbolic in F, . If the image is hyperbolic over F, we obtain an (a, -ad) 
summand over F using s, JJ from a solution xi + ~1; Jd. Then the com- 
plementary summand is (h, -6) by discriminants, hyperbolic and isotropic. 
But [L, Chap. 7, Th. 3.21 a form is hyperbolic in F, if and only if in F 
it lies in the ideal of (1. d). 1 
From now on F, will denote F( I,, t 2, Jrd) for forms over F=C(r,, r,). 
2. ISOTROPY OF DIMENSION 3 QUADRAXI FORMS 
In this section, we develop the consequences of Theorem 1.3 on isotropy 
of degree 4 forms in terms of the Witt ring. If an element lies in the ideal 
(1, d): then we can write it in a very specific form. In each of a finite num- 
ber of cases the possibility of representing f as an ideal element depends 
only on the congruence classes modulo the discriminant of all polynomials 
p relatively prime to the discriminant d such that d is a quadratic residue 
modulo p. 
We then formulate this as a quadratic residue group. In the case of 
unique factorization of C(r,, t,, \, 1’27) we can analyze this group by 
factoring u2 + du”, a m$iple of prime p, into primes, and obtaining also a 
factorization of u + Vi/& The general case can be done by looking at the 
class group of the 1 dimensional extension field K( tz, ,l%, K = Cjt,). 
If 9 is the ideal of even dimensional forms in the Witt ring of C( t,, t2) 
then X3=0 locally so by the corollary to Milnor’s theorem X3 =O. The 
discriminant is zero on ‘9’ and is known to be monomorphic on .9/Y 
[L]. Any class not in 9 is 1 plus a class in 4. 
THEOREM 2.1. The ideal ( ( 1, d) ) n ,f’ in the K’itt ring W(F) of F is 
spanned by the fbllowing types of elements additively (1 j (1, d)( 1, x), 
where s 1 d; (2) ( 1, d) ( 1, ~1) for y prime such that d is a residue module J’ 
and (d, y) = 1; (3) (1, d} (1, 3) such that d is a rronresidue module z and 
(d, z) = 1. 
ProoJ: If f has odd degree, f( 1, n) will lie outside J2. For S in X, 
f( 1, pi) is dependent only on f modulo .Y, that is, its discriminant. So we 
may write f( 1, d) = (1, d, )( 1, d), where d, is the discriminant of .f: By 
the same reasoning 
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Now factor n, into primes (1) dividing d, (2) not dividing d but for which 
d is a quadratic residue, (3) dividing d for which d is a nonresidue. This 
gives the required expression. 1 
Our later decision procedure will involve determining the spans of (1). 
(2) as finite groups subject to knowledge of the class group. The primes of 
type (3) are precisely those primes not in d at which a form 12 is nontrivial. 
To obtain a form into 4’ we add < 1, d) to it. 
In the nest proof we consider rings C[r,- r2] and a&o &= C(r,)[r,] 
and 9, which is the ring of integers in F, = C( t,)(f>, ,,id) with respect to 
.J&. Unique factorization holds in C[rl, t?]. The ring ,sO also has unique 
factorization being a ring of polynomials in 1 variable. Moreover, all 
factorizations in &, yield C[t,, r,] factorizations by Gauss’s lemma (take 
a factorization and reduce modulo (t, - i). This shows if a polynomial in 
C[tl, r,] factors we can take all factors to be integral). 
The ring 8, is a ring of algebraic integers in a 1 variable function fie!d, 
F,. By Weiss [W, Corollary 4.1.3, and in ,si Theorem 4.1.71 F; is an 
ordinary arithmetic field. Then by [W, Theorem 4.4.51 has unique 
factorization into prime ideals. 
An integral basis for 8, is [l ,423 if d is square free, integral non- 
constant in r,, since i E C. Prime ideals in & decompose in a way analogous 
to [W, Theorem 6.2.11 in .9?, .
The class group of 8, is related to the Picard variety of the curve I’ = d. 
DEFINITION. The quadratic reciprocity group ?31, of a square free element 
n in C[t,. t:] is the multiplicative group of elements zt~C[:t,: r.?]. 
(u, d) = 1 such that d is a quadratic residue modulo zl> taken as a set of 
residue classes modulo cl and modulo squares. Let S,, be the semigroup of 
such u and Fi, the residue ring &:‘d. Then 0, is the image of S,, in 
F;;(Fi)‘. 
Note that when dividing by squares we may invert all elements in W,Jd 
relatively prime to d Then it becomes a direct sum of fields. 
LEA~MA 2.2. Lef d(t,, f?) he square jiee in C[ t 1, I?] invol~~itzg f2 non- 
trivial/J<. IJ(t, -E.) dioides(u’+dc2) in C[t,. t,] hut not II, L’, w:here IEC, 
rt’zerl d(;l. f,) is a perfect square in C[t,]. 
Proof Set t, = 1. in 11’ + du’. 1 
Such an element (r L - 1”) will then be in the quadratic reciprocity group 
for d. if it is relatively prime to d. Let U, denote the set of all products of 
(t, - j.) such that d(;l, t2) is a nonzero perfect square. Let U3 denote all 
products of {d,+d, such that (dO,dl)= 1, dOd,=dy ct,~C(t:j is monicj. 
There exists a norm mapping 91 from elements of R, to elements of .&, 
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and from nonzero ideals 9 of %‘r to nonzero ideals (which must be prin- 
cipal) of 9$. However, in the latter case we can associate an element LZ41;(4) 
in C[rl, rl] defined up to constant multiples as the g.c.d. of all integral 
elements in Ar(Y). Then ,,I ;(Y j and .,I’“(.#) generate the same .3, ideal. We 
claim A<(Y) has no nonconstant factors involving t, only, except those of 
Lemma 2.2. 
We may construct representatives (u+ ,,/%I) where U, u have no com- 
mon factors (t, -I,), by factoring out such factors. If (t, -i) divided d, u 
not o then we multiply by 
/cj v (14 + Jig - t, -A 
which has integral norm now relatively prime to (f, -/i). This is a 
contradiction. 
The essence of the proof of the next theorem is that &.1,; induces a map 
from the class group of F, to the quadratic reciprocity group which is 
almost an epimorphism. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let .Yl, .G$ he any ideals of %“I representing the same element 
of its class group, and relatioely prime to d. Thelz Af;(Y[)), ..,f;(9z) represent 
elemerzts of the quadratic reciprocity group, whose product lies in the image 
oj’ lJI u:. 
Pro05 ssentially this holds because PL = &(u + t.1 %i>) and 
A’(u + o ,/d) module d is a square. To be precise 
where the fraction 
is in lowest terms, no factor of z13 dividing both ur and ZIP, and its norm 
is relatively prime to d in %!O and f has no C(t,) factors. 
In go as ideals 
Therefore, 
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Suppose some it, -- i) occurs to an odd power on the right hand side. 
and is not in U,. Since it cannot divide -Il;(P,) it must divide (2~: +&I) to 
an odd power. By Lemma 2.2 it then divides d Let T, denote the product 
of all such factors, T2 = d/T, so (T, + T,) represents an element of U, Let 
T3 be the product of all factors in U,. Then modulo cl, -4”(Pr) -C”(Pz) is 
times a square. Each factor of T, divides (uf + ctlr;) to an odd power. The 
elements 1~~) u2 may be assumed to have no common factors (tr - 1) and 
11~ to have no such factors. Therefore, the factors in T, divide ul, d but not 
11 ?, ~4~. And we can write 
u:(z4f+dz,;j r,T,=z~;T;($+T&) T,. 
The class 
modulo d= T, T, is 14: + T:uf. 
Module each of T, , T, this is a square. So up to squares X;(9r ) .,I:;(Pzj 
is the same Q, class as T,JT, + T,) in Uz U,. 1 
By this proof also the classes of (d, + d,), (;.d, + 2 -Id, j are the same for 
~.EC - {O). It is immediate that (Ad,+A-‘d,j do give classes in Qg. 
THEOREhl 2.4. Let d be square.free itz C[rl, t2] imohing t2 norztritiia//y. 
Take generators p, of the class group of (C( tl))(t3, v’d) modzdo 2. Then the 
quadratic reciprocity grozlp fbr d is generated by (I) U1, (2) the nomu 
A;(p,); (3) d,+d,, where (d,, d,)= 1, dad, =d, d, nzonic irz C[r,]. 
Prooj: Let p lie in the quadratic reciprocity group. If p involves t, only 
we have the case of Lemma 2.2. Let p involve t?. Then p divides (u’ + dz?) 
for some II, u relatively prime in C[t,, t2] since by definition d is a residue 
modulo p. We assume p is prime in C[ t, , t3]. since any factor of such a 
divisor is again one. 
The prime +Q represented by p in {go= C(t, j[tl] if extended to 
F, = W,)ju 2, \/‘z) will not ramify, being relatively prime to d. It will not 
remain a prime ideal since in that case it would divide both ~4, u but they 
are relatively prime. 
Therefore, this prime becomes a prod.uct of two conjugates p r !$3 T. We 
observe that over C(r,) as base field we are dealing with a function field in 
1 variable for which most of algebraic number theory and the theory of 
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quadratic fields holds. Let 9, be the ring of algebraic integers of F, with 
respect to .9&. An integral basis is { 1, t/ 2!}. 
We claim the norm ,t’;(‘q 1) equals y up to a constant times element of 
u1, u2. 
By algebraic number theory, the ratio can only involve factors f(t,). The 
element ‘$3 is prime. But the norm of ‘$JI cannot have nontrivial factors 
f(tl j as above. 
So the class group modulo U, U, maps onto generators of Q,. It we 
show i/li is multiplicative it will suffice to take arbitrary generators of the 
class group. The norm ,./1’ of a product is the product of the norms. This 
means -r,~(XY)=,~;(X),1,(Y)f(t,). But f(t,)~ CT, since all these J; 
images have no (t- 1,) factors except in U,. 
EXAMPLE. For n= tz, we can use unique factorization given 
p 1 (u2+ n’t,‘), in the ring C[t,, t2] to conclude that p = (uf + dz,:) for some 
ul, u1 and so p is a residue modulo U: 
EXAMPLE. For d=f(t, ) I, + g(rl), we can use the previous result and 
an isomorphism of fields taking t2 to f(t, ) t2 + g(t,) to conclude that ,f(t,) 
generates the quadratic reciprocity group. In fact, all (r, - A) dividing f(r, J 
will lie in the group of Lemma 2.2 (we assume f square free and (f, g) = 1). 
3. THE STRONG HASSE PRINCIPLE 
We show the strong Hasse principle does not hold for forms: 
x2 + (tl+ ;L1)(t2 + 2,) y2 + (tl+ /l,)(t, + &) z2 
+(t,+/l,)(t,+&)z’ 
provided 
are not isogenous, and neither right side has a square factor. For any prime 
polynomial P in C[t,, t.,] there is a valuation of C(t,, t?) given by writing 
elements as rational functions f’ and taking I =2-“, where d is the 
power of P which occurs. We will call these r)‘pe I valuations. 
C(t,, tz) admits many valuations. It has Archintedea~t valuations from 
C[t,, t?] c C. But these will not yields nontrivial conditions on quadratic 
forms nor will those from embedding, C[tl, rz] c C[[t]]. We assume 
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valuations are nonarchimedean, trivial on C, and such that the residue field 
is transcendental over C. We call these 2 dimensional anluutions. 
THEOREM 3.1. .4/l 2 dimensional valuations on (t,, f2) have the form 
if’) = 2 -4, where d is the degree oj- J’ 61 some prime po[lwomial p(o) ol:ei 
C(u), n*here C(c, 24j=C(t,, fl). 
ProqjI It will suffice to find a generator u such that zl projects to a 
transcendental element of the residue ring 9”/4, where 2 is the valuation 
ring, Y is the valuation ideal. For then the valuation is trivial on C(z4). 
(Since C(u)- (0) maps monomorphically to a/4 - {Oj so that if 
.Y E C(u) - { 0) its valuation is 1). And valuations on C( z.) which are trivial 
on K = C(.U) all have the desired form, where v is any element such that 
ciu, tl)=C(f,, fz). 
Let r7. ts denote the images of II. v in 9,iY. Given a 2 dimensional valua- 
tion, we obtain U, v by a sequence of transformations applied to t L, t2. First 
replace them by their inverses until both lie in 9%‘. If i, or tz is now trans- 
cendental in B/.9 we are done. If not they are constant, and let 
(t, - j.i) E Y. Take maximal powers such that (ti - jUi) E .&“8. Our transfor- 
mations are (i) replace tj by (t;-ii) for some constants; (ii) replace ti, I; 
by t,, t,tjpl. Let ~1 be the least positive subscript such that we can obtain 
an element t, nonzero in 9”. Then if t2 is nonzero in .B”‘. n divides IPI. 
From now on t, is fixed. 
If t, E 4”‘. let us perform operation (ii) until we obtain t2 nonzero in 
Z/X then perform operation (i). Iterate. If we ever obtain a transcendental 
element of .&‘/4 we are done. If not then in the completion, t, has been 
expressed as a power series in tl. This means the completion is not 2 
dimensional. since every rational function of t i, I, will be a power series 
in t,. 1 
THEOREM 3.2. This fortn is locally isotropic at all ualuafions: 
w2 + (f, + l,)(t, i- 2,) x7 + i,tl + j-3)( f3 + i1) j-’ 
+ (t, + i.,)(t, + i.,) ? 
provided all Azi- 1 are distinct and all Li nr’e distinct, in C. 
Proof. It suffices to look at valuations which have the type of 
Theorem 3.2, after substitution 
where C(U. r)=C(t,, t2j, and (.fI. g,)=(f?. g,)=l 
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Only at primes 71 dividing exactly two coefficients to an odd power 
can we have local nonsolvability. All cases are symmetrical to 
7c(u, v) j f, + A, g, and 7~ / fi + i, g, since (f, + jig,) are relatively prime for 
fixed i. Let 71 divide those two to an odd power hence no other terms. 
Modulo R: each (fi+ A,g,j is congruent to a complex multiple of gi. 
Therefore, we have local isotropy since 8, will be 
(cgl g2Nc2 g1 g2). I 
THEOREM 3.3. If d has degree 3 in t,, the class group of F, is isomorphic 
to the curve y2 = d(x, tl). If d has degree 1 the class group is trivial. 
ProoJ: We use standard procedures of algebraic number theory. 
Let 4 be any ideal of .gl, whose norm has degree n. Then 9 has an 
element x whose norm has degree at most n + [n/2], MI= deg d. For this 
we consider all elements x = pt + p >;‘i, where p,, p2 are polynomials in 
t, of degree at most d,, (n - d, - 1) for some d, This space has dimension 
(n + 1) and W/j has dimension x Choose x - 0 (mod X), then the norm 
(pf+p:d) has degree at most max{2d,, 2(n-d, - l)+nz). Choose d, so 
that 
2n + m (mod 4) 
(2n-4d,-2+m[ ,<2 
4 deg N( x ) 
0 2n+rn 
in 
4 
n+- 
2 
1 
2n + m - 1 m- 1 
4 
n+- 
2 
2 
2n+m-2 m - 2 
4 
n+- 
2 
3 
212 + in - 3 In - 1 
4 
n+- 
2 
Therefore, for degrees 2, 3 the elements N(.r) have degree at most (n + 1). 
If we apply this to inverses of ideals we obtain any ideal that is equivalent 
to an ideal of degree 1. 
This means we can write an ideal as (t2 - p( tl ) ). All these are primes. If 
they do not split over F,, then they are principal. Ideals dividing d will 
ramify. Consider now ideals which split as a product of two distinct ideals 
in F,. The condition for this is that 
y2=d(mod(tz--p(t,))). 
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is solvable, i.e., that p(tr), 1’ give a parametric solution over C(t,) of the 
curve gZ = n. 
When are these ideals principal? We must solve over gL 
~~‘+dt”=k~(f~-~(~,jj, nk,~K=C(t,). 
If d is cubic, then z?, dv’ will have distinct degrees, and L’ = 0, so we 
cannot solve it. All points of the curve represent nonzero ideal classes. 
To determine whether they are distinct we must solve equations 
~~‘+d~l~=k~(t~--~(t,))(t~--~(t~)j. 
For d cubic, again u would have to be zero and no solution exists. u 
THEOREM 3.4. For algebraicall~~ irzdependent Ai, the form 
(t, + il)(fI + i2) x3 + (f, + &)(f? + A&” 
+ (r, + i;j(tz + &j) 2 + w2 
is plot isotropic. 
Proof. We first find the quadratic reciprocity group. Write the discrimi- 
nant as 
where 
Modulo (tr + AZi- I ), d= 0 so these are not in the group and no other 
(tl + i) are in it. 
For the rest, we need to find modulo 2 generators of .v’ = d. As in Denef 
[D] solutions of J” = d correspond to maps from the curve ~-“=p,(x) to 
the curve ~7~ =p,(s), rational over C. To every solution y=fJt,), 
fz = .f,( t 1 ) of ~1’ = d we associate the map whose coordinates are 
(y; Lfo(xo),fi(.~o)). where x0, y. are standard coordinate functions for 
~‘=p,(~‘cj. The equation ~3’ = p>(x) is then ~;‘.Q,(x,)’ = p2(j’L(s0)) = 
fo(.~o)2p;1. This holds if ~3;~’ =pl(xo)-‘. i.e., on the first curve. For 
generic ii, the periods of the two elliptic curves will be incommensurable 
and no nonconstant maps exist. The only constant maps will be when Jo, 
f; are both constants which are the solutions (0, -j.zi). 
The correspondence from class group to Picard group will in general 
send an ideal of norm (X -- 1.) in the class group to an element (1.: y) in the 
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Picard group as elliptic curve. The elements (0, --;lzi) of order 2 correspond 
to ideals $= \m. 
Although 4 divide the discriminant they can be represented by 
equivalent ideals relatively prime to it. From considering 
.y2 + 6iy2 = (t2 + I-2; j z2a, flE CCt,, f21, 
where (tz + J,;)cr is the norm of a principal ideal, or 
d 
x2( t2 + 12,) + - t
2 
+ E p2= z2a 
-2r 
we have a(f2 + &) is a residue at primes of d other than it2 + /2,J and at 
(tr + /Izi); aZI(t, + ;lzjm.,) is a residue, and (t2 + ‘zzi) is congruent to a 
constant. 
Now we apply Theorems 1.3, 2.1 to the form plus (1, d). Its image 
under d, is 
Prime ct2 + 12) (t2 + u it2 + &I 
82 (tl + /13)(tl +/15j ItI + ll)Cfl + n5) (t, + il)(fl + A,) 
This is to be a form (1, u)( 1, c/) module elements of the quadratic 
reciprocity group. The quadratic reciprocity group supplies elements 
symmetrical to the class of a above: 
it2-t).2) it2 + EL4) it2 + &I 
(tl+/z,)it,+Il,)(t,+~s) 1 1 
The forms (1, u)( 1, d) have a form in which the product at one prime 
(t2 + &) is complementary to the product at the other two. The remaining 
generators of the quadratic reciprocity group have the form (d, + L&). This 
supplies any product of (tr + lIi_ I), the same at each prime (,tzi + I*). 
We can represent the situation by 3 x 3 matrices, where the (i, J-entry is 
1 if d, at the prime (t2 +A,) has a factor itI +Lzi-l). The quadratic 
reciprocity group gives types: [ 0 1 0 1 0 1
1 
[ 10  0  0 .  1 
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The (1. u) < 1, n) gives, up to complement and rearrangement of rows and 
columns 
[ 0 1 0 1 0 1 I (3) 
We want to produce by some linear combination over Z, 
i 01 0 1 0 1I 
But we claim this cannot be done. Every matrix of types (I ). (2), and (3 j 
has an even number of one entries in common with 
L 0 1 01 0 1I 
but the desired matrix does not. All matrices (3) are in fact sums of 
matrices of types (I), (2). fi 
4. A DECISION PROCEDURE FOR ISOTROPY 
Over C(r,, t2) all forms of dimension at least 5 are isotropic. By [t] 
forms of dimensions 2, 3 are isotropic if and only if they are zero in the 
Witt ring. which by the corollary to Milnor’s theorem can be decided 
locally. 
In this section. we will give a decision procedure based on Theorem 2.1, 
2.4 and for dimension 4 forms. We assume knowledge of the class group 
of F,. 
For decision procedures, we assume all coefficients in C are given in the 
form of elements algebraic over a field Q(r,, . . . . rk), where II,, . . . . II~ are 
transcendental and algebraically independent. 
In the theory of algorithms it is permissible to use complete listing. i.e., 
suppose 2,, tests truth, 3,, falsity for II E Z and each Ii, 3; is necessary and 
all gi are sufficient, all 2; are sufficient. Then we apply in turn ;Z i , 8 , , 1 r, 
‘3,. . until some ‘2, proves the theorem is true or some 3i proves it false. 
There may be no bound on the time required for such a procedure but 
it will work in finite time. For instance, decidability of the word problem 
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in residually finite finitely presented groups uses this method, where 2; are 
a list of relations FV=e, 8; are homomorphisms to finite groups testing 
W# e, where e is an identity. 
To check whether a rational function is nonzero for transcendental 
elements, it suffices to list and try replacements (countable) of them by 
algebraic numbers. 
The problem of finding the rank of the group of units in a 1 variable 
function field is discussed in Lang [LN]. Unlike the case of algebraic num- 
ber fields typically it is less than one minus the number of infinite primes. 
It reduces to the following problem: given a finite number of points on 
an abelian variety (Picard variety) find all relations among those points. 
The points represent divisors, and a combination is zero if and only if a 
meromorphic function exists with poles of prescribed degrees precisely at 
them, which will be a unit. 
TWEOKEM 4.1. Given a function jield in 1 variable over C, there exists an 
algosithm to idetztiJ)- the structure of its gsoup of S units inoddo constants 
as an abelian group, .for an~v finite set qf primes S. 
Proof: The torsion portion of the group consists of constants. Take the 
group of divisors D generated by S. Let D/N be the image in the Picard 
variety, so that N is isomorphic to the nonconstant part of the group of 
units. Therefore, it is enough to identify the rank of D/N. 
To do this we produce upper bounds by countably listing all relations 
among elements of D/N. Each can be tested by calculating the product in 
the abelian variety, or even by producing a unit. 
To obtain a lower bound we show below there is a bound II on the size 
of the torsion subgroup generated by the points of D/N, which lie in some 
finite extension Ii of Q, so its order divides n!. 
Then a set of generators of D are linearly independent in D/N if and only 
if all nonzero classes module (II!)’ in D are nonzero in D/N which can be 
tested. 
Existence of such a bound follows from the theory of heights as used in 
the proof of the Mordell-Weil theorem. This gives a bound on the height 
d any torsion solution, over the algebraic number field generated by the 
coefficients of the abelian variety and the units. The bound on the height 
then bounds the number of points. 1 
Next we discuss some general algorithms for 1 variable function fields 
over C. Many of the algebraic number theory algorithms in [G] go 
through without change. 
By [W, Propositions 2.4.5, 2.4.61 extending primes reduces to factoring 
over 1 variable power series fields which can be done. 
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The class group of a 1 variable field C(X, ,.:‘g(x)) is isomorphic to the 
Picard group and Jacobian of y2 = g(s). 
PROPOSITION 4.2. There e.-Gsts a .finite decision procedure to tell whether 
a fractional ideal in a 1 variable firnctiorl ,field over C is pr-imipal. 
Proof: If the ideal is principal we can find a generator by countable 
enumeration. If it is not principal we calculate the corresponding point in 
the Picard variety by approximating path integrals and I close enough. 
First we represent the ideal as a divisor on the curve 6. To do this we 
factor its norm into primes over C(t) and determine the liftings of the 
primes which will be points on the curve. 
Now the Picard variety is the same as the Jacobian variety 3 and it is 
the quotient of C” by the lattice of periods. Here g. the genus of the curve 
can be calculated from the degree and types of singularities. We can 
approximate the periods as follows. By countable enumeration find a set 
of linearly independent holomorphic l-forms and polynomial circuits 
generating the homology. Holomorphicity can be tested by expansion 
around singularities. The circuits can be found from a cell complex for the 
curve 6, to generate homology. The integrals of the l-forms around the 
circuits give a basis for the periods and these integrals may be arbitrarily 
closely approximated over C. 
Then the image of any divisor, fixing some base point -yO is determined 
linearly by sending [Ix] - [.Y~] to the integral .Y to sO for the g-tuple of 
holomorphic differentials. It can be approximated arbitrarily closely too 
and sufficient approximations will reveal if it is not in the period lattice. 
Given a form h we wish to test whether h is in %3(F){ 1, n) which by 
Theorem 1.3 is equivalent to isotropy. If so by Theorem 2.1 
where ~‘r is a product of all primes not in d at which d is a residue and br2 
is a product of primes n either dividing d or at which d is a nonresidue. In 
the latter case, we have that the rr localization of h is nonzero, so ?I divides 
a coefficient of h. Therefore, we have only a finite number of choices for 11’~. 
The classes arising from n, are precisely the quadratic reciprocity group, 
by its definition. 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose we can find a finite set of gerlerators,for the class 
group of F, tnodulo 2, and hence 0,. Then there exists a ,finite decision 
procedure ,fbr determining isotropy* of ,forms oLler C[ t I) tz] qf discriminanr tl. 
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PmoJ We use Theorem 2.1. By hypothesis there are a finite number of 
choices for the modulo d class of 1~~ in 0, and there are finite number of 
choices for br2. 
Then it suffices to determine whether an element x of a 1 variable func- 
tion field F is a square. This can be done by the procedures of algebraic 
number theory. Let F be a finite extension of C( t ). Make .Y integral. 
( 1) Factor the norm of .x into primes over C(t). Then determine all 
extensions to F of these primes and factor the ideal (x) as JJ ~7. Then ni 
must be even. 
(2) Determine the image of fl py (1~ = n,/2) in the class group of F 
and determine whether it is principal, by Theorem 4.2. 
(3) If it is principal let v be a generator. Then x = z~u2, where 14 is a 
unit. We must determine if u is square. 
Once the rank of the units group is found, find by countable listing an 
independent set. Its independence can be detected by the extensions of the 
degree valuation. Let it generate a subgroup d, of the group A of all units, 
modulo constants. The order A,/4 can be bounded again from the degree 
extensions. If this order is k it suffices to search for pth roots, p prime 
p d k, of combinations zlL;l. . . u:, zli units, 0 <e,<p until this is no longer 
possible, Such roots have all coefficients of bounded degree so this is a 
Diophantine problem over C. 
Then for the generators g; of the unit group test each 
to be a square, 0 dei < 1. For unique e, this will occur and can be found 
by countable listing. If e= 0, then u is a square, if e # 0, II is not a 
square. 1 
THEOREM 4.4. If d is at most quadratic i/z t,, then the strong Hasse 
principle Izo(ds i/l C(t,, t2) for~foms of discrinlinant d. 
Proof It suffices to show as in Hsia [H] that C(t,, t2, \,‘>) is 
isomorphic to C( t,, t2) so that the weak Hasse principle holds for forms 
over C(t,, t2, ,h. 
If d= a( t2) tf + b(rz) t, + c(r,), then we wish to find a parametric 
solution of A’= d. By a change of variable let b = 0. 
i’ - a(tz) tf = c(t,). 
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One solution exists for &, t, as functions of t2 only by the theory of forms 
over C(t2). All others can be obtained by multiplying by solutions of 
i2 - a( tr.) t: = 1. 
But we can solve this as follows: 
Solve linearly for 2, t, in a(tz), p. 1 
EXAMPLE. Forms 
x7 +.f* J2 + t,r’+ t,&V 
are never isotropic for j”, = tlMjtz) + P(tr), je2 = tly(f2) + 6(t2), where N> fi, 
7, 6 are in C[t,,rz], ~jv=v’#O, for some V, /2#0. &-B;‘#O. 
Yet if fr, t,, I, are relatively prime we have local isotropy at Type I 
primes, provided CI E 0 (mod t?). 
To prove nonsolvability, express in terms of C(t,, p). 
CONCLUSION 
Therefore, there does not exist a strong Hasse principle over C[t,, f,] 
providing a simple decision procedure despite the close analogy between 
forms over C[ t, > f2] and forms over Q provided by Milnor’s theorem and 
the Tsen-Lang theorem. There does exist a fairly simple decision procedure 
if one is given the class group of (C(t,))(t,, .J?). However, this amoums 
to solving Diophantine equations over a 1 variable function field. Finding 
the rank of all elliptic curves in particular is a much studied and deep 
problem but there is considerable hope in practice. 
Is there CL waft to generalize the Gmnewald-Segal iheoqy that isornorphism 
qf jhms over Z is decidable to function fields in 1 variable? One ingredient 
could be a result that one can bound the degree of a matrix giving an 
equivalence. 
The Witt ring and Brauer group of quadratic function fields over C in 
2 variables do not map monomorphically to their localizations by 
Theorem 3.3. Our theorems give implicitly a calculation of a part of the 
Brauer groups of C( t,, t2, V.i d) and the weak Hasse principle which Milnor 
implicitly proved for C( t r, t?) does not hold for its quadratic extensions. 
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